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1. Introduction
Marion and Temam [2], [3] recommend nonlinear Galerkin methods for the initial
value problem of evolution equations of the type
_v + Av +R(v) = f 2 H;
where A is a linear unbounded positive denite self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert
spaceH such that there is a Gelfand triple V  H  V
0
associated with the operator
A. The nonlinear operator R(u) = B(u) + Cu consists of a quadratic term B(u)
and a linear operator C 2 L(V;H). Operators of this type with a positive number 
appear in the Navier-Stokes equations. The Galerkin approximation of the Cauchy
problem in a large space F  V get a block structure if the large space F is splitted
up into a direct sum F = G  E. In the nite-element case, e.g., F and G are the
nite-element spaces on a ne or coarse grid, respectively, but the complement E
is dened by the hierarchical basis. As in the case of multigrid methods it may be
attractive to solve a cheaper variant of the equation on the ne grid, but the more
expensive original problem on the coarse grid, i.e.
_w + Aw +R
G
(u+ w) = f
G
; w(0) = P
G
v
0
on the space G, but a modied equation
A
E
u+
~
R(w + u) = f
E
on the space E. In [2], [3] the structure of A + R is used rather intensively to
show the 'equivalence' of the expensive original problem in the large space F with
a cheaper modied coupled problem on G  E.
In this paper we describe nonlinear Galerkin methods for evolution problems with
nonlinear strongly monotone Lipschitz continuous operators. It will be shown that
the solution of the Cauchy problem for the original operator can be approximated
this way, but, in general, we can not prove the strong convergence in L
2
([0; T ]; V ) as
it holds for the usual Galerkin approximations in this case. Concerning monotone
operators we refer to [1], but the reader is briey remembered to some denitions
or facts on monotone operators.
Let (V; k:k) be a real separable reexive Banach space continuously embedded into
a Hilbert space H such that V  H is a dense set. The scalar product and the
norm in H are denoted by (:; :) and j:j, respectively. The natural duality pairing on
V
0
 V is denoted by h:; :i. Let S = [0; T ] (T > 0) be any compact interval. It is
well known that the spaceW(S) = fv 2 L
2
(S; V ) : _v 2 L
2
(S; V
0
)g with the norm
kvk
W
= kvk
L
2
(S;V )
+ k _vk
L
2
(S;V
0
)
is a Banach space, which is continuously embedded
into C(S;H).
Let A : V 7! V
0
be a Lipschitz continuous strongly monotone operator, i.e. there
are constants 0 < m < M such that the estimates
kA(v) A(w)k
V
0
Mkv   wk and hA(v) A(w); v  wi  mkv   wk
2
(v;w 2 V ) hold. The operator generates a Lipschitz continuous strongly monotone
operator A : L
2
(S; V ) 7! L
2
(S; V
0
) by (Av)(t) = A[v(t)] a.e. on S. This operator
has the same monotonicity constant and Lipschitz constant as A has. The following
theorem is well known (cf. [1], chap VI, Theorem 1.1).
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Theorem 1.1. The Cauchy problem
_v +Av = f; v(0) = a(1.1)
with given elements f 2 L
1
(R
+
; V
0
) and a 2 H has a unique solution u on R
+
which belongs to W(S)  C(S;H) for any S.
2. Finite-element spaces and their hierarchical splitting
Let 
  R
2
denote a bounded polygonal domain. We consider the space V =
H
1
0
[
 [ (@
 n  
D
)] of functions v 2 H
1
(
) which vanish on a xed relatively closed
subset  
D
 @
 of positive measure. The norm in V is the usual H
1
0
norm, kvk
2
=
R


(rv)
2
. The Hilbert space H is the space L
2
(
) and thus j:j denotes the usual
L
2
norm. We consider triangulations  of 
 which are  
D
compatible, i.e. which
satisfy the following conditions: There is a nonempty subset 
D
  such that
1. each triangle T 2 
D
has one and only one side on  
D
,
2.  
D
=
S
T2
D

T \  
D
,
3. each triangle T 2  n 
D
intersects  
D
at most in a single point.
Let v
T
denote the vector (v
i
; v
j
; v
k
) of the values of a linear function v on a triangle
T = (ijk) in the vertices of T . Then we have
kvk
2
L
2
(T )
= jT jv
T
 S
0
 v
0
T
and kvk
2
H
1
0
(T )
= jT jv
T
 S
T
 v
0
T
with the area jT j of the triangle and with the matrices
S
0
=
1
12
0
@
2 1 1
1 2 1
1 1 2
1
A
; 2jT jS
T
=
0
@
s
j
+ s
k
 s
k
 s
j
 s
k
s
k
+ s
i
 s
i
 s
j
 s
i
s
i
+ s
j
1
A
;
where s
l
= cot 
l
with the angle 
l
of T at the vertex l. We consider families T of
triangulations  which have the following properties:
1. If  2 T then 
0
2 T , where 
0
consists of all triangles T
0
l
(l = i; j; k; c) which
are generated by dividing each side of T = (ijk) 2  in two equal parts;
2. there is a constant C
T
 1 such that
c

:=
max
T2
jT j
min
T2
jT j
 C
T
( 2 T ); and
3. there is a constant 
T
2]0; 1[ such that
max
T=(ijk)2
max
l=i;j;k
cos 
l
 1   
T
( 2 T ):
Families of triangulations which fulll these conditions are called regular. For ele-
mentary domains there are triangulations 
0
consisting of congruent triangles only.
In such special cases a regular family T
0
with C
T
0
= 1 is generated by uniform
renement of 
0
according to (1). More general, any family T
0
which is generated
by uniform renement of a nite triangulation 
0
according to (1) is regular.
Sometimes we indicate the grid constant h = max
T2
jT j
1=2
by  = 
h
. For a tri-
angulation  = 
h
the standard nite-element space of continuous functions on



which are linear on each T 2  is denoted by V

= V
h
. We consider the decompo-
sition V
h
= V
2h
W
h
with respect to the two-grid hierarchical basis. If 
0
h
is the
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triangulation which is generated from a triangulation 
2h
2 T according to (1) and
if ~w
T
= (w
i
; w
j
; w
k
) denotes the vector of the values of a function w 2 W
h
in the
midpoints on the sides of T = (ijk) 2 
2h
opposite to the vertices (remember that
the functions w 2 W
h
vanish in the grid points of 
2h
) then we have
jwj
2
=
X
T2
2h
jT j ~w
T
 S
1
~w
0
T
and kwk
2
=
X
T2
2h
jT j ~w
T

~
S
T
~w
0
T
;
where
S
1
=
1
24
0
@
3 2 2
2 3 2
2 2 3
1
A
; 2jT j
~
S
T
=
0
@
s  s
k
 s
j
 s
k
s  s
i
 s
j
 s
i
s
1
A
with s = s
i
+s
j
+s
k
. The property (3) of a regular family T implies the strengthened
Schwarz inequality
j
Z
ru  rwj 
p
1  kukkwk (u 2 V
2h
; w 2 W
h
)(2.1)
(cf. [3]). The property (3) also implies that there is a constant 
T
> 0 such that
all eigenvalues 
T
i
of S
 1=2
0
jT jS
T
S
 1=2
0
(T 2  2 T ) are bounded by 
T
i
 
T
and that there is a constant 
T
> 0 such that all eigenvalues 
T
i
of S
 1=2
1
jT j
~
S
T
S
 1=2
1
(T 2  2 T ) are bounded by 
T
i
 
T
, since the positive semidenitematrices jT jS
T
as well as the positive denite matrices jT j
~
S
T
depend analytically on the parameters
s
i
; s
j
; s
k
which vary in a compact set. These observations are summarized in the
following
Lemma 2.1. Let T be a regular family of triangulations with the constants C
T
; 
T
and 
T
. Then for any triangulation 
2h
2 T the estimates
2hkuk
H
1
0
 C
T
p

T
kuk
L
2
(u 2 V

2h
 V
2h
);(2.2)
kwk
L
2

2h
p

T
kwk
H
1
0
(w 2 W
h
)(2.3)
(v = u+ w 2 V
2h
W
h
= V
h
) hold.
3. The formulation of the problem. Main result
We return to abstract spaces V  H

=
H
0
 V
0
with the norms k:k; j:j and k:k
V
0
,
respectively, and a strongly monotone Lipschitz continuous operator A : V 7! V
0
.
With regard to the preceding section, however, we additionally assume that
1. V is a Hilbert space with the scalar product ((:; :)),
2. there are families (V
h
)
h>0
and (W
h
)
h>0
of nite dimensional linear subspaces
W
h
 V
h
 V such that
S
h>0
V
h
 V is dense, V
h
= V
2h
W
h
and that the
following estimates hold:
~s(h)kuk  C
0
juj (u 2 V
2h
);(3.1)
jwj  ~s(h)kwk (w 2 W
h
)(3.2)
with a constant C
0
> 0 and with a function ~s(h)! 0 as h! 0 and
((u;w)) 
p
1  kukkwk (u 2 V
2h
; w 2 W
h
)(3.3)
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with some  2]0; 1[.
Let us denote
B
w
(u) := A(u+ w)j
V
2h
and C
u
(w) := A(u+ w)j
W
h
:
We note that the operators B
w
and C
u
are strongly monotone and Lipschitz con-
tinuous with the same constants m and M as A (maybe even better ones). Instead
of the Galerkin approximation on V
h
of the Cauchy problem (1.1) we consider the
following system which consists of a Cauchy problem
_u+ B
w
(u) = e; u(0) = P
2h
a(3.4)
and the equations
C
u(t)
[w(t)] = g(t)(3.5)
for almost all t 2 S. Here e 2 L
1
(R
+
; V
0
2h
) and g 2 L
1
(R
+
;W
0
h
) denote the
restrictions of f onto L
2
(S; V
2h
) or L
2
(S;W
h
), respectively, and P
2h
denotes the
orthogonal projection of H onto V
2h
. We ask for functions u 2 L
2
(S; V
2h
) which
satisfy _u :=
d
dt
u 2 L
2
(S; V
0
2h
). Such functions belong to C(S; V
2h
).
We observe that the system (3.4), (3.5) can be interpreted as the Cauchy problem
_u+ E
g
(u) = e; u(0) = P
2h
a(3.6)
with a radially continuous strongly monotone Volterra operator E
g
: L
2
(S; V
2h
) 7!
L
2
(S; V
0
2h
). Indeed, let g 2 W
0
h
be any xed functional. The equation C
u
(w) = g
has an uniqely determined solution w = S
g
(u) for any u 2 V
2h
, since the Operator
C
u
is strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous.
Lemma 3.1. The operator
u 7! E
g
(u) := B
S
g
(u)
(u) = A[u+ S
g
(u)]j
V
2h
with a given g 2 W
0
h
is radially continuous and strongly monotone. The strong
monotonicity holds uniformly with respect to g 2 W
0
h
.
Proof. We prove the strong monotonicity at rst. Let u
i
2 V
2h
(i = 1; 2) be given
and let w
i
2 W
h
denote the corresponding solutions . Then we have with u = u
1
 u
2
and with w = w
1
  w
2
hA(u
i
+ w
i
); wi = hg;wi (i = 1; 2);
hE
g
(u
1
)  E
g
(u
2
); ui = hA(u
1
+ w
1
) A(u
2
+ w
2
); ui
= hA(u
1
+ w
1
) A(u
2
+ w
2
); ui + hA(u
1
+ w
1
) A(u
2
+ w
2
); wi
= hA(u
1
+ w
1
) A(u
2
+ w
2
) ; u
1
+ w
1
  u
2
  w
2
i
 mku
1
+ w
1
  (u
2
+ w
2
)k
2
= mku
1
  u
2
+ w
1
  w
2
k
2
 m(ku
1
  u
2
k
2
+ kw
1
  w
2
k
2
  2
p
1  ku
1
  u
2
kkw
1
  w
2
k)
 m(1 
p
1  )ku
1
  u
2
k
2
:
We remember that E
g
is radially continuous if for any two elements u; v 2 V
2h
the
function s 7! hE
g
(u + sv); vi is continuous on [0; 1]. We consider xed elements
u; v 2 V
2h
and a convergent sequence s
j
! s
0
in [0; 1]. Let w
j
denote the solutions
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of the equations A(u+ s
j
v + w
j
) = g on W
h
for j = 0; 1; 2; :::. The w
j
satisfy the a
priori estimate
kw
j
k 
1
m
(kf  A(0)k
V
0
+Mkuk+Mkvk sup
k
s
k
);
since they are solutions ofA(u+s
j
v+w) A(u+s
j
v) = g A(u+s
j
v) onW
h
and since
A is strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous. Thus the set fw
j
: j = 1; 2; :::g of
solutions is bounded inW
h
, i.e. the sequence (w
j
) contains a convergent subsequence
w
j
k
! w

, since W
h
has nite dimension. Because of the Lipschitz continuity of A
we have
g = A(u+ s
j
k
v + w
j
k
)! A(u+ s
0
v + w

)
on W
h
, i.e. w

= w
0
; w
j
! w
0
and
E
g
(u+ s
j
v) = A(u+ s
j
v + w
j
)! A(u+ s
0
v + w
0
) = E
g
(u+ s
0
v);
i.e. in particular,
hE
g
(u+ s
j
v); vi ! hE
g
(u+ s
0
v); vi:
For g 2 L
1
(R
+
;W
0
h
) and u 2 L
2
(S; V
2h
) the integrand in
hE
g
(u); vi =
Z
T
0
hE
g(t)
[u(t)]; v(t)idt= hA(u+ w); vi
is dened for almost all t 2 S. A priori estimates like above provide an integrable
upper bound for jhE
g(t)
[u(t) + s
j
v(t)]; v(t)ij such that Lebesgue's convergence the-
orem can be applied. Thus we have seen that E
g
is a radially continuous strongly
monotone operator. Now the Lemma 1.2 in [1], chap. VI can be applied, i.e.
Lemma 3.2. The Cauchy problem (3.6) has exactly one solution u
h
in W (S) \
L
2
(S; V
2h
). The set fu
h
: h > 0g is bounded in C(S;H) and in L
2
(S; V ), and the
set fA(u
h
+ w
h
) : h > 0; w
h
= S
g
(u
h
)g is bounded in L
2
(S; V
0
).
Our main result is
Theorem 3.1. The system (3.4), (3.5) is uniquely solvable for any h > 0. The
rst component u
h
of its solution (u
h
; w
h
) is just the solution of the Cauchy problem
(3.6). For any nite time interval S = [0; T ] it converges to the solution v of the
Cauchy problem strongly in C(S;H) and weakly in L
2
(S; V ). The family of the w
h
is bounded in L
1
(R
+
;H), converges to 0 strongly in L
2
(S;H), weakly in L
2
(S; V )
and weakly

in L
1
(R
+
;H) as h! 0. Furthermore, A(u
h
+w
h
) converges weakly to
A(v) in L
2
(S; V
0
).
Remark 3.1. The operator A can be substituted by a family (A(t))
t0
of opera-
tors A(t) = A(t; :) which are uniformly strongly monotone and uniformly Lipschitz
continuous and which satises the condition A(:; 0) 2 L
1
(R
+
; V
0
). All assertions
except the boundedness in L
1
(R
+
; V
0
) and the weak

convergence in this space
remain valid, if we only assume that f; A(:; 0) 2 L
2;loc
(R
+
; V
0
) and that the strong
monotonicity and the Lipschitz continuity hold uniformly on each bounded interval
S.
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Remark 3.2. The solutions (u
h
; w
h
) of the system (3.4), (3.5) for strongly monotone
Lipschitz continuous operators A seem to be not so good as the usual Galerkin
approximations (v
h
) of (3.6) are. We were not able to prove
Z
T
0
hA[u
h
(t) + w
h
(t)] A[v(t)]; u
h
(t) + w
h
(t)  v(t)idt! 0 as h! 0(3.7)
(T > 0) in general, meanwhile the corresponding convergence for the v
h
is well
known. Nevertheless, it might be worthwhile to look for strongly monotone Lipschitz
continuous operators having the property (3.7). In this case the following two
corollaries would be applicable.
Corollary 3.1. If (3.7) is satised then the sequences u
h
! v, w
h
! 0 and A(u
h
+
w
h
)!A(v) strongly converge in L
2
(S; V ) or in L
2
(S; V
0
), respectively, as h! 0.
Proof. According to the assumption the u
h
+w
h
strongly converge to v in L
2
(S; V ).
Therefore u
j
+w
j
:= u
h
j
+w
h
j
form a Cauchy sequence in L
2
(S; V ) for any sequence
h
j
! 0. The strengthened Schwarz inequality (3.3) implies the estimate
(3.8) ku
j
+ w
j
  u
k
  w
k
k
2
L
2
(S;V )
=
ku
j
  u
k
k
2
L
2
(S;V )
+
Z
T
0
2((u
j
(t)  u
k
(t); w
j
(t)  w
k
(t)))dt+ kw
j
  w
k
k
2
L
2
(S;V )
 ku
j
 u
k
k
2
L
2
(S;V )
 2
p
1   
Z
T
0
ku
j
 u
k
k
L
2
(S;V )
kw
j
 w
k
k
L
2
(S;V )
dt+kw
j
 w
k
k
2
L
2
(S;V )
 (1 
p
1  )(ku
j
  u
k
k
2
L
2
(S;V )
+ kw
j
  w
k
k
2
L
2
(S;V )
);
i.e. both the sequences (u
j
) and (w
j
) are strong Cauchy sequences in L
2
(S; V ).
Therefore the weak convergences u
h
* v and w
h
* 0 in L
2
(S; V ) imply even the
strong convergences.
Corollary 3.2. Let ~v
h
denote the solution of the Galerkin approximation of the
Cauchy problem (1.1) with respect to the subspace V
h
. If (3.7) is satised then the
error estimates
ju
h
(t)  ~v
h
(t)j
2

M
2
m
Z
t
0
exp [ 
m
c
2
V
(t  s)]kw
h
(s)k
2
ds;
ju
h
(t)  v(t)j
2
 ja  P
2h
aj
2
exp [ 
m
c
2
V
t]
+
M
2
m
Z
t
0
exp [ 
m
c
2
V
(t  s)]kw
h
(s)k
2
ds
hold.
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Proof. Let ~v denote either ~v
h
or the solution v of the Cauchy problem (1.1). Choos-
ing u
h
  ~v as a test function one gets
1
2
d
dt
[ju
h
(t)  ~v(t)j
2
] + hA[u
h
(t) + w
h
(t)] A[~v(t)]; u
h
(t)  ~v(t)i = 0;
1
2
d
dt
[ju
h
(t)  ~v(t)j
2
] + hA[u
h
(t)] A[~v(t)] ; u
h
(t)  ~v(t)i
= hA[u
h
(t)] A[u
h
(t) + w
h
(t)] ; u
h
(t)  ~v(t)i;
1
2
d
dt
ju
h
(t)  ~v(t)j
2
+ mku
h
(t)  ~v(t)k
2
Mkw
h
(t)kku
h
(t)  ~v(t)k

M
2
[
m
M
ku
h
(t)  ~v(t)k
2
+
M
m
kw
h
(t)k
2
]:
Integrating the inequality
d
dt
[ju
h
(t)  ~v(t)j
2
] +
m
c
2
V
ju
h
(t)  ~v(t)j
2
] 
M
2
m
kw
h
(t)k
2
one gets the assertion.
The right-hand sides of the two error estimates converge to 0 with h ! 0 for each
t, since w
h
tends strongly to 0 in L
2
(S; V ).
Remark 3.3. The basis of the nonlinear Galerkin method for strongly Lipschitz con-
tinuous operators A is the decomposition of the Galerkin spaces V
h
 V into almost
orthogonal subspaces. The operator in the nonlinear Galerkin approximation is
also strongly monotone, but with a worse constant depending on the factor
p
1  
in the strengthened Schwarz inequality (3.3). As the Cauchy problem (3.6) and
its Galerkin approximations are uniquely solvable for radially continuous coercive
monotone operators, the nonlinear Galerkin approximation for the Cauchy problem
(1.1) might be of interest for such operators, too.
4. Proof of the theorem 3.1
The proof follows closely the proofs of the theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in [1], chap. VI, and
of the lemmata there. A crucial role in our proof plays switching from E
g
toA(u+w)
which is realized by adding the identity hA(u + w); wi = hf;wi or something like
that in some places.
Let u = u
h
denote the solution of (3.6), w = w
h
the solution of (3.5) with the
solution u as the parameter, and let ~m = m(1  
p
1   ) be the monotonicity
constant of the E
g(t)
. We observe that E
g(t)
(0) = A[w
0
(t)]j
V
2h
, where w
0
denotes
the solution of (3.5) with the parameter u = 0. Then the following estimates or
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identities hold:
kw
0
(t)k 
1
m
(kfk
L
1
(R
+
;V
0
)
+ kA(0)k
V
0
);
kE
g(t)
(0)k
V
0
2h
 kA[w
0
(t)]k
V
0

M
m
(kfk
L
1
(R
+
;V
0
)
+ kA(0)k
V
0
);(4.1)
1
2
d
dt
ju(t)j
2
+ ~mku(t)k
2
 [(1 +
M
m
)kfk
L
1
(R
+
;V
0
)
+
M
m
kA(0)k
V
0
]ku(t)k;(4.2)
1
2
ju(T )j
2
+
Z
T
0
h E
g(t)
[u(t)]  E
g(t)
[0]; u(t) i =
1
2
jaj
2
+
Z
T
0
hf(t)  E
g(t)
(0); u(t)i;
(4.3)
kuk
2
L
2
(S;V )

jaj
2
~m
+
1
~m
2
kf  A(w
0
)k
2
L
2
(S;V
0
)
=: C
1
;(4.4)
kE
g
(u)k
L
2
(S;V
0
2h
)
 kA(u+ w)k
L
2
(S;V
0
)
 C
2
(w = S
g
(u));(4.5)
kw(t)k 
1
m
[kf(t) A(0)k
V
0
+Mku(t)k] a.e. on R
+
;(4.6)
kwk
L
2
(S;V )

1
m
kf  A(0)k
L
2
(S;V
0
)
+
M
m
kuk
L
2
(S;V )
 C
3
:(4.7)
Let c
V
denote the constant of the continuous embedding V  H. Integrating the
consequence
d
dt
ju(t)j
2
+
~m
c
2
V
ju(t)j
2

2
~m
C
4
of (4.2) and (4.1) one gets
ju(t)j
2
 jaj
2
exp ( 
~m
c
2
V
t) +
2c
2
V
~m
2
[1  exp ( 
~m
c
2
V
t)]C
4
;(4.8)
with
C
4
= (1 + 2
M
2
m
2
)kfk
2
L
1
(R
+
;V
0
)
+ 2
M
2
m
2
kA(0)k
2
V
0
;
i.e. u 2 L
1
(R
+
;H). Combining (3.1) and (3.2) with (4.6) and (4.8) one gets
w 2 L
1
(R
+
;H). So far all estimates of this section hold uniformly with respect to
the omitted parameter h. Combining (3.1) and (3.2) with (4.7) one gets the strong
convergence w
h
! 0 in L
2
(S;H).
The strong convergence of the w
h
in L
2
(S;H) in connection with the boundedness
of fw
h
: h > 0g in L
2
(S; V ) and in L
1
(R
+
;H) also imply the weak convergence
w
h
* 0 in L
2
(S; V ) and the weak* convergence w
h
*

0 in L
1
(R
+
;H) as h! 0.
Convergence of u
h
. The boundedness of fu
h
: h > 0g in L
2
(S; V ) and in L
1
(R
+
;H),
the uniform (with respect to t) boundedness of fu
h
(t) : h > 0g in H and the
boundedness of fA(u
h
+w
h
) : h > 0g in L
2
(S; V
0
) imply the existence of a sequence
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h
j
! 0 such that
u
j
 u
h
j
* u

in L
2
(S; V );
u
j
! u

weak

in L
1
(R
+
;H);
u
j
(t)* ~u(t) in H for all t 2 S and
A(u
j
+ w
j
) *  in L
2
(S; V
0
):
Choosing test functions b; b 2
S
h>0
V
2h
and  2 C
1
0
(intS) and (T   t)b one
proves
u

2 W (S); u

(0) = a; u

(t) = ~u(t); and _u

+  = f:
as in [1], chap. VI, Lemma 1.4. We observe
hA(u
j
+ w
j
); u
j
+ w
j
i = hE
g
(u
j
); u
j
i+ hf;w
j
i = hf; u
j
+ w
j
i   h _u
j
; u
j
i;
Then we get the estimate
limhA(u
j
+ w
j
); u
j
+ w
j
i = lim[hf; u
j
+ w
j
i+
1
2
(ju
j
(0)j
2
  ju
j
(T )j
2
)]
 hf; u

i +
1
2
(jaj
2
  ju

(T )j
2
)] = hf   _u

; u

i = h; u

i;
which provides _u

+A(u

) = f according to [1], chap.III, Lemma 1.3.
Since the Cauchy problem (1.1) has an unique solution v, we have v = u

; u
h
and
u
h
+ w
h
* v in L
2
(S; V ) as well as A(u
h
+w
h
)* A(v) in L
(
S; V
0
). Let (v
h
)
h>0
be
a family of functions v
h
2 C
1
(S; V
2h
) converging to v inW(S). Then
1
2
ju
h
(t)  v
h
(t)j
2
 
1
2
ju
h
(0)   v
h
(0)j
2
=
Z
t
0
h _u
h
  _v + _v   _v
h
; u
h
  v
h
i
=
Z
t
0
h A(u
h
+w
h
)+A(v) _v  _v
h
; u
h
 v
h
i =
Z
t
0
h A(u
h
+w
h
)+A(v); u
h
+w
h
 vi+
Z
t
0
h A(u
h
+ w
h
) +A(v); u
h
+ w
h
  vi+
Z
t
0
h _v   _v
h
; u
h
  v
h
i

Z
t
0
h A(u
h
+ w
h
) +A(v); u
h
+ w
h
  vi+K
0
kv   v
h
k
L
2
(S;V )
+K
1
k _v   _v
h
k
L
2
(S;V
0
)

Z
t
0
h A(u
h
+ w
h
) +A(v); u
h
+ w
h
  vi+max
i
K
i
kv   v
h
k
W(S)
:
SinceW(S)  C(S;H) is continuously embedded the estimates or limit values
lim
h!0
ju
h
(0)   v
h
(0)j  lim
h!0
(jP
2h
a  aj + jv(0)  v
h
(0)j) = 0;
lim
h!0
ku
h
  vk
C(S;H)
 lim
h!0
(kv
h
  vk
C(S;H)
+ ku
h
  v
h
k
C(S;H)
) = 0;
lim
h!0
Z
t
0
h A(u
h
+ w
h
) +A(v) ; u
h
+ w
h
  vi = 0
hold. This completes the proof of 3.1.
Corrigendum (during electronization). The convergence (3.7) holds such that the
assertions of the Corollary 3.1 are true. The incorrect estimates of
1
2
ju
h
(t)  v
h
(t)j
2
 
1
2
ju
h
(0)   v
h
(0)j
2
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has to be substituted by the identity
1
2
ju
h
(t)  v
h
(t)j
2
 
1
2
ju
h
(0)   v
h
(0)j
2
=
Z
t
0
h _u
h
  _v + _v   _v
h
; u
h
  v
h
ids
=
Z
t
0
h _v   _v
h
; u
h
  v
h
ids  
Z
t
0
hA(u
h
+ w
h
) A(v); u
h
  v
h
ids
=
Z
t
0
h _v   _v
h
; u
h
  v
h
ids  
Z
t
0
hA(u
h
+ w
h
) A(v); u
h
+ w
h
  v
h
ids
+
Z
t
0
hf  A(v); w
h
ids
=
Z
t
0
h _v   _v
h
; u
h
  v
h
ids  
Z
t
0
hA(u
h
+ w
h
) A(v); u
h
+ w
h
  vids
+
Z
t
0
hf  A(v); w
h
ids +
Z
t
0
hA(u
h
+ w
h
) A(v); v
h
  vids
which can be written as
0 
1
2
ju
h
(t)  v
h
(t)j
2
+
Z
t
0
hA(u
h
+ w
h
) A(v); u
h
+ w
h
  vids
=
1
2
ju
h
(0)  v
h
(0)j
2
+
Z
t
0
h _v   _v
h
; u
h
  v
h
ids
+
Z
t
0
hf  A(v); w
h
ids +
Z
t
0
hA(u
h
+ w
h
) A(v); v
h
  vids:
All the terms on the right-hand side converge uniformly with respect to 0 < t  T
to 0 as h! 0.
The statement of Corollary 3.2 holds for ~v
h
only, but not for v. The proof does
not work for v, since u
h
  v can not be taken as a test function for the Galerkin
approximation.
It should be still remarked that the class of bounded demicontinuous strongly mono-
tone operators is more natural for the questions investigated in the preprint than
the class of Lipschitz continuous strongly monotone operators.
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